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a FeW aPPLICaTIONS BLIK CRUSHeRS CaN Be USeD FOR
Files and office materials: destruction, volume reduction:

Shredding printed
material and files

(entire binders) in a
BLiK crusher.

Industry, trade: volume reduction and packaging

Crushing metal containers in a BLIK B600 Crushing plastic containers in a BLIK B600

Shredding (whole, unflattened) cardboard boxes in a BLiK 
crusher and creating new cardboard packaging sheets. 
Major volume reduction; reprocessing waste materials 

;Servicing largely aided by endless screw.

Hospitals, clinics, chemists: single use products, pharmaceutical packaging...
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BLIK CRUSHeRS = VOLUMe ReDUCTION, CONFIDeNTIaLITY, ReCYCLINg

Banks, telephone, electronics: destruction of cheques, credit cards, etc.

Shredding and destroying credit cards in a BLIK crusher
(credit cards, telephone cards, etc.). Shredding and destroying cheques

Customs, justice, police: seized
goods to be destroyed

Administration, police, justice: destruction of
seized goods for legal reasons: solution: a 
“universal” BLIK shredder (here packets of 

cigarettes).

Nuclear: neutralisation of single use
equipment

Nuclear industry: crushing equipment from 
radioactive areas on a specially equipped BLiK 

shredder.

Mechanical industry, automobile: reprocessing of waste products

Shredding galvanised tubes in a BLiK shredder 
(huge reduction in volume, reprocessing)

Crushing “carrots” from a zinc alloy foundry (huge 
reduction in volume, reprocessing).

Recycling: auto breakers, waste reprocessing 

Crushing car bumpers in a BLiK crusher (huge 
reduction in volume, reprocessing)

Crushing car bumpers in a BLiK crusher (huge 
reduction in volume, reprocessing).
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BLIK USED IN THE FOOD, HOTEL AND RESTORATION INDUSTRIES

Agro alimentary: destruction of non compliant products, volume reduction.

Agro alimentary: destroying (whole batches of) 
products in a BLiK crusher (here, coconuts).

Agro alimentary: crushing waste products in a BLiK 
crusher (here, scallops).

Hotels, restaurants: volume reduction, pre treatment of waste

Agro alimentary: shredding of plastic moulds 
(here, yoghurt containers) in a BLiK shredder: 

total amount divided by 10

Restaurants, hotels, communities: crushing drink 
cans in a BLiK crusher: volume reduction and 

reprocessing

Crushing glass bottles in a BLiK B400 crusher, 
equipped with glass breaking blades.

Restaurants, hotels, communities: plastic bottles: 
volume, liquid waste, etc. Solution: shred in a BLiK.

Perfect hygiene, zero corrosion? Solution: STAINLESS STEEL BLiK (optional)

Stainless steel: cutting 
block and slammer.

Stainless steel: cutting 
block and blades.

Stainless steel: cutting 
block without blades. Stainless steel: blades.


